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3) Ritual M urder and Sexuality in the Hilsner Affair 

 

With the growth of the antisemitic movement in the 1890s, there was a wave of ritual 

murder allegations in Austria-Hungary, Germany, and Russia. These allegations, 

variously framed “ritual murder” or “blood murder,” accuse Jews of murdering 

Christian virgins, youths, or children to procure blood that is needed for Jewish 

rituals. Several high-profile murder trials ensued from this antisemitic fantasy, also 

called “blood libel” by its critics. Among them is the trial of Leopold Hilsner, a young 

Jewish day laborer and beggar who was framed for the ritual murder of the young 

Christian seamstress Anežka Hrůzová.116 Overlapping with the Dreyfus affair in 

France, Hilsner’s trials in 1899 and 1900 were a high point for antisemitism. 

Antisemites celebrated Hilsner’s arrest, trial, and conviction with pogroms and street 

violence.  

 The Hilsner affair, as the events that surrounded the ritual murder accusations 

against Hilsner were called, is a particularly relevant object of study for scholars of 

the intertwined histories of sexuality and racism. Debates about sexual perversion—

                                                
116 Alternative German or Germanized versions of Anežka Hrůzová’s name that are frequently 

used in German-language publications are “Agnes and Anna for the first name and Hruza 

and occasionally Hruzowa for the last name. The name Hrůzová includes the ending that 
indicates a female status in the Czech language. Since German does not modify last names 

in this way, German authors frequently refer to the murder victim by the standard or male 

version of her family name: Hrůza or Germanized Hruza. In referring to names of people 
and places that have German and Czech names, I will either use both names or use the name 

that the person or the inhabitants of a place appear to have used themselves, if there is a 

tendency. In quoted material or discussions that engage closely with a particular text, I tend 

to use the name that is used in the text that I work with. I also use common English names 
(Prague, Vienna) where such names exist.  
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lust murder, fetishism, necrophilia, sadism—played an important role during the trial 

and in the media debates surrounding it. Anežka Hrůzová’s dead body was found with 

several wounds to her head and throat, partially undressed in the woods by Polná in 

Bohemia. Aside from the antisemitic blood libel, which honed in on her wounded 

throat, the most widely endorsed alternative account for her murder emphasized that 

her corpse was partially undressed and hypothesized that the murder was driven by a 

sexual perversion. In court, the difference between the ritual murder framework and 

the sexual perversion framework was discussed as the question of motive but the 

difference between these two discourses extends beyond these specifics. Each 

invoked different conceptions of selfhood and agency. Understanding the wider 

presumptions that are embedded in the ritual murder and sexual perversion 

frameworks helps clarify the techniques of power that are invoked through the 

discourse of sexuality and through blood libel, respectively. 

The accusation of ritual murder propagated the idea of “the Jews” as a 

collective entity, inherently murderous because of an alleged religious ritual requiring 

Christian blood. The exact details of this ritual were imagined to be so secret that only 

Jews, insiders to this (imaginary) quasi-terrorist organization of Judaism, knew about 

it. Blood libel thus ultimately implicates all Jews in a given crime. The agency of 

ritual murder is accordingly also imagined to be inherently collective. The person 

who commits the ritual murder is only the executing arm of a larger conspiracy. 

 Liberal critics of antisemitism opposed the blood libel and endorsed the belief 

that Anežka Hrůzová’s murderer was driven by sadism, necrophilia, fetishism, or 
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some further unspecified sexual perversion. Drawing on the then emergent sciences 

of sexology and psychiatry, this “sexual perversion” framework located intentionality 

firmly in the individual. While the discourse of sexual perversion was at first 

deployed in opposition to the antisemitic scapegoating and with the intention to 

exonerate Hilsner, the accusation against Hilsner was soon adapted and haphazardly 

translated in court into terms compatible with the sexual perversion framework. 

Hilsner was thus framed as a Jewish ritual murderer but convicted as an individual 

sexual murderer. 

In the first part of this chapter, I set up a study of the relationship between 

blood murder discourse and sexuality discourse through Foucault’s theory of the 

relationship between sexuality, blood, and modern racism. Even though Foucault 

productively theorizes sexuality as a privileged target of a distinctive technique of 

power that infuses the individual body, not least by relying on a contrast to blood as 

the privileged metaphor for another technique of power, his assessment of the 

relationship between blood and sexuality in the end generates a theory of modern 

racism that is misleading in that it only considers racial regimes characterized by 

fantasies of racial purity. Other forms of racism such as those galvanized by ritual 

murder discourse are bracketed by it. 

In the second part of the chapter, I shift to approach the relationship between 

blood murder discourse and sexuality differently. I consider Paul Kieval’s argument 

that modern ritual murder discourse is itself sexualized. I go through Kieval’s 

evidence for this argument and accumulate material from the Hilsner affair that also 
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raises the question if blood murder discourse is itself sexualized. While Kieval’s 

claim is right in the sense that ritual murder discourse, as it was deployed on the 

ground, built upon and negotiated a social order structured by gender, class, religion, 

nationality, and ideals of female sexual morality, there is also an independent 

discursive production of sexuality as a distinct sphere of motivation of an individual 

self that is abstracted from its status in the social world. This notion of sexuality, with 

all its implied ideas of individual selfhood and individual agency, was decisively not 

part of ritual murder discourse. 

In the third and final part of the chapter, I elaborate on a theorization of 

sexuality and ritual murder that builds on my readings of Foucault and Kieval but is 

grounded specifically in the analysis of the unfolding of and the relationship between 

ritual murder and sexual perversion frameworks in the Hilsner affair. The framework 

of sexuality (which extends into the framework of psychopathology) is part of the 

discursive production of individual selfhood. It provides a language for theorizing the 

abnormality of the individual. The framework of ritual murder, on the other hand, 

produces “the Jews” as a collective entity at odds with human society. While the 

discourse of sexuality enables a liberal critique of antisemitism, it also provided a 

language through which to accommodate antisemitism with the institutions of liberal 

statehood. 

 

Part I: Sex, Blood and “Modern Racism” in The History of Sexuality 

Foucault organizes one of his central arguments in The History of Sexuality Volume 1 
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with a binary between “blood” and “sex”  Foucault famously argues that, with the 

advent of medical-scientific theorizations of “sexuality” such as sexology, psychiatry, 

psychoanalysis, and national political economy and population studies, “sexuality” 

emerged as an object and target of power/knowledge. Combining disciplinary effects 

on individual bodies and large-scale population-management projects, the deployment 

of sexuality was a central feature in the emergence of biopower: a form of power 

organized around fostering, managing, and optimizing life and health. 

Foucault first introduces a binary between blood and sex when he contrasts 

the deployment of sexuality with the deployment of alliance. As discussed in the 

chapter “Coming out, Castration, and the Biopolitics of Parental Narcissism,” the 

deployment of alliance is composed of a system of rules governing marriage and 

kinship status, whereas the deployment of sexuality targets the individual body and its 

capacities for sensation, pleasures, and knowledge. There is already an intimation that 

“sex” supplanted “blood” in Foucault’s argument that the bourgeoisie borrowed from 

aristocratic practices of distinction: while claims to aristocratic distinction are based 

in the putative specialness of their noble “blood” and ancestry, the emergent 

bourgeoisie transplanted and recoded these practices into claims to bourgeois 

distinctions that are based in the specialness of its “sex,” which also meant its body, 

its health and its children (124). We thus find blood associated with the dominance of 

an aristocracy and sex with the emergent bourgeoisie. 

 In the final part of his book, Foucault discusses the relationship between the 

deployment of sexuality and biopower and elaborates on the latter as a regime of 
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power organized around the management of life rather than the menace of death. 

There he develops the dualism between sex and blood on a more general level. 

Namely, he proposes the terms “a society of blood” or “of sanguinity” in opposition 

to “a society of sexuality.” “Blood” gets associated with the (highly symbolic) idea of 

“blood relations” (as he had already done earlier in his argument about the nobility) 

and hence alliance but also with death, which he argues is not any more the central 

principle of power under the aegis of biopower in the era of “sexuality.” There is thus, 

on one side: death, blood, alliance (with an emphasis on ancestry) and on the other 

life, sex, sexuality (with an emphasis on descent and procreation). 

The blood relation long remained an important element in the 

mechanism of power, its manifestations, and its rituals. For a society in 

which the system of alliance, the political form of the sovereign, the 

differentiation into orders and castes, and the value of descent lines 

were predominant; for a society in which famine, epidemics, and 

violence made death imminent, blood constituted one of the 

fundamental values. It owed its high value to the ability to its 

instrumental role (the ability to shed blood), to the way it functioned in 

the order of signs (to have a certain blood, to be of the same blood, to 

be prepared to risk one’s blood), and also to its precariousness (easily 

spilled, subject to drying up, too readily mixed, capable of being 

quickly corrupted. A society of blood—I was tempted to say, of 

“sanguinity”—where power spoke through blood: the honor of war, 

the fear of famine, the triumph of death, the sovereign with his sword, 

executioners, and tortures; blood was a reality with a symbolic 
function. (147) 

 

In this passage, the notion of “blood” holds various different phenomena together: 

blood stands in for death caused by famines and epidemics, social orders determined 

by descent lines and differentiation into orders and castes,117 and precariousness and 

                                                
117 While he does not mention feudalism explicitly, this is what he seems to talk about. 
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violence.  He directly contrasts this principle of blood to a principle of sex/sexuality 

in what he calls “our” society: 

We, on the other hand, are in a society of “sex,” or rather a society 

“with a sexuality”: the mechanisms of power are addressed to the 

body, to life, to what causes it to proliferate, to what reinforces the 

species, its stamina, its ability to dominate, or its capacity for being 

used. Through the themes of health, progeny, race, the future of the 

species, the vitality of the social body, power spoke of sexuality and to 

sexuality, the latter was not a mark or a symbol, it was an object and a 

target. Moreover, its importance was due less to its rarity or its 

precariousness than to its insistence, its insidious presence, the fact 

that it was everywhere an object of excitement and fear at the same 

time. Power delineated it, aroused it, and employed it as the 

proliferating meaning that had always to be taken control of again lest 

it escape; it was an effect with a meaning-value. (Foucault 147–8) 

 

Evident in these passages is that the difference between blood and sex, for Foucault, 

is a difference not just in objects, content, or themes but also in form or method, or as 

Foucault calls it, “technique” of power. Blood, in Foucault’s account, symbolizes, 

reflects, and expresses power, whereas sex is the target and effect of power. Blood 

and sex epitomize different kinds of power. 

Foucault’s analysis of the “society of sexuality” extends his argument that 

sexuality is constituted as an object and site of truth, and that a discursive explosion 

about sexuality was and is incited through tropes that depict sexuality as elusive, 

repressed, or taboo. He argues that knowledge about sexuality is constructed as 

indispensable for knowledge about the self, that an industry of experts and highly 

developed procedures of analysis and interpretation was and is legitimated by the 

perceived need to get at the truth of sexuality, and finally that there is pleasure in the 

economy of sexual knowledge and power.  
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 Foucault’s analysis of blood is less developed. This may be because, for 

Foucault, blood represents a type of power whose mechanisms are more easily 

understood and, in fact, tend to be taken as the model for how power works, 

especially in relation to sexuality. Foucault’s reference to blood thus serves to 

elaborate on the distinctiveness of the workings of power in a society of sexuality.  

When Ann Laura Stoler reads Foucault’s theorization of societies of 

sanguinity and sexuality, she cautions against reading Foucault as a “modernization 

theorist in disguise” (38). She suggests that “[o]ne could read Foucault as a master of 

the art of crafting bold dichotomies that he recants as quickly as he sets them up” 

(38). And indeed, Foucault also warns against being misread as proposing two distinct 

forms of social organization and makes the following statement regarding the 

relationship between sanguinity and sexuality: 

I do not mean to say that a substitution of sex for blood was by itself 

responsible for all the transformations that marked the threshold of our 

modernity. It is not the soul of two civilizations or the organizing 

principle of two cultural forms that I am attempting to express; I am 

looking for the reasons for which sexuality, far from being repressed in 

the society of that period, on the contrary was constantly aroused. The 

new procedures of power that were devised during the classical age 

and employed in the nineteenth century were what caused our society 

to go from a symbolics of blood to an analytics of sexuality. Clearly, 

nothing was more on the side of the law, death, transgression, the 

symbolic, and sovereignty than blood; just as sexuality was on the side 

of the norm, knowledge, life, meaning, the disciplines, and regulations. 

(148) 

 

This is an interesting passage. It begins with the denunciation of a misreading that 

blood and sex constitute the organizing principles of two cultural forms, that the 

substitution of sex for blood is responsible for modernity. What he denounces, 
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however, is only the particular understanding of causality, not the correlation. In other 

words, I think this passage supports the claim that Foucault is theorizing modernity, 

since it suggests that sexuality corresponds to modernity and sanguinity to 

premodernity. Yet, sexuality cannot be the cause for such a shift, given that it is not a 

foundational entity but rather itself what Foucault seeks to explain: more specifically, 

he is looking to explain why sexuality was constantly put into discourse in the period 

in question. The answer given in this passage is that sexuality simply constituted the 

appropriate object for the “procedures of power” of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century, those being “the norm, knowledge, life, meaning, the disciplines, and 

regulations.” 

What Stoler’s critique points out to me is that Foucault theorizes 

modernization not as a radical break but rather as a strategic reorganization of certain 

nodes of power. She points out that the deployment of sexuality is superimposed on 

the deployment of alliance rather than replacing it entirely (38). For the sexuality / 

blood binary, Foucault clarifies that “the passage from [the symbolics of blood] to 

[the analytics of sexuality] did not come about (any more than did these powers 

themselves) without overlappings, interactions, and echoes,” and mentions two 

noteworthy “interferences” between these two powers, in which blood or the 

deployment of alliance are reconstituted and newly significant in a society with a 

sexuality (149). 

Foucault’s first example of interference between the symbolics of blood and 

the analytics of sexuality concerns the use of kinship in theories of sexuality. Under 
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the power of sexuality, the laws and positions of kinship organization became not less 

significant but differently so; they became strategically recoded as relationships of 

affective intensity that shape the individual’s sexuality. Psychoanalysis, with its 

theories of the Oedipus complex as the major factor influencing any individual’s 

sexuality exemplifies this trend. Parental narcissism, which I discuss in chapter one, 

falls under this rubric as well. 

Foucault’s other example is racism. He specifies that he is concerned with 

“racism in its modern, ‘biologizing,’ statist form” (149). It manages family, marriage, 

and education and justifies itself by “the mythical concern with protecting the purity 

of the blood and ensuring the triumph of the race” (149). In other words, “blood” has 

a new significance in a society of sexuality through a distinctly “modern” racism with 

ideas about racial inheritance or bloodlines determining race, and hence the need to 

regulate procreative sex in order to produce a racially pure population. Blood serves 

as a metaphor for an imaginary racial essence that is transmitted through heterosexual 

biological reproduction. The state is the enforcer of racial purity and the planner of 

racial improvement, or eugenics. Foucault cites Nazism as his prime example for this 

type of racism. 

Does this theorization of modern racism speak to the effectiveness of blood 

murder discourse in late nineteenth-century Austria? Blood, it seems, is part of 

modern racism as a metaphor for a racial essence that is grounded in ideas of racial 

descent (and hence procreative sexuality) but not through its centrality to the blood 

murder discourse. Blood murder discourse has no particular stake in ideals of racial 
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purity and any racial essence that is passed down through heterosexual reproduction. 

Instead, it is invested in generating fear of an organized Jewish collectivity with 

secret teachings that necessitates murder. Even the main synonym of blood murder, 

ritual murder, seems to be referenced only in Foucault’s characterization of the 

“society of blood”: “The blood relation long remained an important element in the 

mechanism of power, its manifestations, and its rituals” (147, emphasis added). 

Foucault’s use of “rituals” in this context conjures up rituals surrounding marriage, 

birth, and death, not “ritual murders,” but it nevertheless supports the suspicion that 

ritual murder discourse has no place in a “society with a sexuality,” is not a 

manifestation of “modern racism,” and may in fact be a remnant of a “society of 

blood.”  

This impression is further corroborated by the received evaluation of different 

types of antisemitism. The discourse about blood murder was the ideological 

specialty of the antisemites of the Christian Social Party. The Christian Social Party 

had its political base in German-speaking lower-middle-class Christian Vienna, 

including significant numbers of women, who were often represented as a rabble 

composed of those who lost out on modernization: primarily artisans. It ruled Vienna 

from 1897 to 1910 with Karl Lueger as its mayor. Christian Social antisemites were 

the leading force behind the blood murder discourse, in cooperation with Czech 

nationalist antisemites and supported by clerical Catholic voices, yet without 

significant involvement of the German national camp.118  

                                                
118 The cooperation with the Czech nationalist movement would also have been a greater 
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The German national (deutschnational or deutsch-völkisch) and pan-German 

(alldeutsch) movement prided itself in practicing a racist, as opposed to religious, 

antisemitism.119 Its leader Georg von Schönerer is famous for saying that blood, not 

religion determines the essence of “the Jews.” This is the metaphorical use of blood 

for an imagined racial essence grounded in heterosexual lines of descent which, in 

Foucault’s narrative, makes “blood” significant in modern racism. Schönerer is also 

regarded as the ideological forefather of Adolf Hitler, who was Schönerer’s “self-

confessed disciple” (Arendt 233). With Nazism being Foucault’s main example for 

this modern racism, everything speaks for understanding Schönerer and his German 

nationalist brand of antisemitism within the framework Foucault offers us here. 

Along with this assessment, it is tempting to dismiss the blood murder discourse and 

its version of antisemitism as an atavistic rupture at the turn of the century, a curiosity, 

out of sync with modernity. But the contemporaneity of political movements and 

epistemic investments is not very satisfactorily explained by simply declaring one of 

them atavistic. The challenge is to understand how ritual murder discourse operates in 

relation to “a society with a sexuality.” In order to better understand this relation, the 

                                                
contradiction for the German nationalist movement, which had built its profile through the 

fight against Czech nationalism. 
119 These terms can describe slightly different moments, wings, or factions of a highly volatile 

political movement. Schönerer’s Los-von-Rom (Away-from-Rome) movement, which 

campaigned for a German national orientation away from the Catholic church and, indeed, 

precipitated a wave of conversions from Catholicism to Protestantism, divided the broader 
German national and Pan-German camp, especially because Schönerer demanded strict 

party discipline and unconditional acceptance of his leadership (Wladika). Despite these 

differences and fractures, there is a significant ideological consensus and common voter 

base that justifies treating them as one movement. I use the English term “German 
nationalism” to describe this joint movement.  
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next section considers Paul Kieval’s argument that modern ritual murder discourse in 

Bohemia is itself sexualized. 

 

Part II: Is ritual murder discourse sexualized?  

Kieval argues that the modern ritual murder discourse in Bohemia integrated figures 

of sexual predation into the ritual murder imagination. He refers us to the documented 

lyrics of a song about the alleged ritual murder of Josefa Urbanová and points out 

how “the themes of sexual predacity and ritual murder are starkly juxtaposed, with 

the kosher butcher acting simultaneously as rapist and ritual leader” (“Death” 84). 

The lyrics of the song in question, in Kieval’s translation from Czech, are as follows: 

When a girl is sixteen every Jew will grab for her, but once she is old 

no Jew will have her. 

2) They must have Christian blood, and if they don’t get it, they’ll 

stink a lot. 

3) Josefa Urbanova was a proper girl, she never did anything bad. 

4) Then all of a sudden the Jews ran up to her and tied her up; on the 

spot the butcher rose up and kosher-slaughtered Josefa. 

5) And if they got enough blood, the Jews bring out a skin (?); they 

quickly poor it in and at night take it away. 

[…] (quoted and translated by Kieval, “Death” 84) 

 

The first line can be read to be about sexual predation. The verbs “grab” and “have” 

frequently function to describe sexual acts or fantasies. Yet is sexuality, or even 

sexual violence, the only or most plausible interpretive framework here?  

The same question of interpretation arises in the murder case of Anežka 

Hrůzová. During the investigation, Hrůzová’s guardian Novak claimed that his charge 

had told him that “a nasty Jew, the cobbler Hilsner” had a habit of following her when 
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she walked home from Polná, that he watched her, and that she was afraid of him.120 

He later added that Hrůzová complained about Hilsner: “Who knows what he finds in 

me?” (Nussbaum 129). These statements also found their way into the illustrated 

book-length account of Hrůzová’s murder and Hilsner’s first trial (published in Czech 

and German) by Gustav Toužil.121 “He is such a despicable Jew and looks at me so 

strangely, who knows what he finds in me? … I am afraid of him” (Toužil 8). 

This sentence could be read as part of a racialized discourse of sexual 

predation. Perhaps its effectiveness was indeed increased by its resonance with such a 

discourse. But its main anchor is a discourse of blood murder that integrates 

allegations of meaningful gazes of male Jews at Christian virgins in its own 

distinctive way. Arthur Nussbaum categorizes statements such as the one Novak 

attributes to Hrůzová as strange premonitions. In his study of criminal psychology, he 

writes that ritual murder witnesses regularly intersperse their memories with such 

strange premonitions: witnesses “remember” courses of action in which they went 

considerably out of their way to observe or follow a person (later accused of ritual 

murder) for no apparent reason except that something struck them as suspicious (47–

8). Here, he suggests, it is a case where Novak retroactively constructs Hrůzová 

herself to have had one of these premonitions about Hilsner. In this reading, the 

                                                
120 Novak initially testified that Hrůzová had made these statements at the beginning of 

February; when it was later brought to his attention that this was impossible as she only 

started her most recent employment in Polná on March 9, he adjusted his statement 
accordingly. 

121 Toužil was editor of the antisemitic clerical newspaper Katolické Listy in Prague. The 

book referred to here was a mix of information, propaganda, and entertainment. The title 

translates as “Polna, March 29 1899: The Murder of Agnes Hruza and the sensationalist 
Hilsner trial at the Kuttenberg jury court.” 
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questioning “I wonder what he finds in me” is not about unwanted sexual attention 

but rather a premonition about being targeted for a ritual murder. 

The intentionality that is attributed to Hilsner’s alleged gaze is thus not sexual 

desire but rather the selecting agency of a Jewish plot. While sexual desire is 

grounded in the individual sexual subject, the intentionality that is attributed to 

Hilsner’s gaze is anchored in the imagined ritual requirements of a conspiratorial 

Judaism of which any individual perpetrator is but one arm. This intentionality, which 

is integral to the antisemitic construct of the ritual murder, is not individual and thus 

not very amenable to the framework of sexuality. 

Perhaps there is something about the image of the ritual murder itself that 

makes sexual abuse and particularly rape a point of reference: a forceful violation of 

the victim’s body for the sake of an action that is very intentionally aimed at this 

body. Its aim is not to kill but rather to extract something. Not least because of these 

highly specialized needs from the victim’s body, the ritual murder imagination usually 

involves several collaborators who assist one another in overpowering the victim, 

bringing her or him into the appropriate position without killing him or her and finally 

skillfully slashing the victim’s throat in accordance with ritual slaughter requirements, 

while making sure to collect the blood. The victim’s body is made to perform, forced 

to collaborate in some form even though the victim her- or himself does not 

collaborate. This bears a resemblance to accounts of rape. Yet, it is the physical 

violation involved in rape that resonates and not the sexual aspect of the violation. 

The ritual murder targets a body that is specified in its gendered-sexual-moral-social-
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religious standing, as I will discuss below, but the targeting is not primarily a sexual 

targeting of this body.  

In other words, perhaps the scene of the ritual murder is best theorized as 

following a script of violation that relies on a set of specific positionalities with 

regards to age, gender and sexual history, religion, social class, social/moral status, 

and a concept of the victim’s body that includes these characteristics yet whose 

embodiment is not primarily refracted through a sexual lens. The image of ritual 

murder, in particular the drawing of blood from young Christian virgins and youths, is 

“sexualized” only in the sense that it is part of a fabric of social relations 

fundamentally shaped by a heteropatriarchal organization. The ritual murder belief 

envisions the victims as Christian children, (male) youths and (female) virgins, and 

the imagined murderers are virtually always Jewish males. 

To discuss this fabric of social relations a bit more, let us return to the song 

that Kieval presents us: The third line (“Josefa Urbanová was a proper girl”) is part of 

Urbanová’s characterization as a Christian virgin. In cases where the alleged ritual 

murder victim is a young unmarried women who has gone missing or whose dead 

body is found in a state where little can be reconstructed about the likely cause of 

death, the insistence on the woman’s impeccable sexual behavior serves the dual 

function of establishing the plausibility of a ritual murder (since allegedly only the 

blood of virgins, youths, and children is of use in the ritual) and refuting the main 

alternative explanation for her death or disappearance, namely that the woman had 

committed suicide out of desperation over an illegitimate pregnancy. The suicide of 
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an unmarried woman carries the specter of a tragic pregnancy.122 A dimension of the 

sexual is thus negotiated in this line as well, to the extent that the status definition of a 

virgin is sexual. But this notion of the sexual or of sexualization should not be 

confused with the discourse of sexuality, which posits sexuality as a distinct sphere of 

motivation and desire, and which frames the individual body as an entity capable of 

sensation and pleasure. The category of the virgin is not defined through the virgin’s 

pleasures or sensation or her affective relationships to others but rather as an 

externally imposed status. 

The ritual murder discourse also intersects with a discourse about the dangers 

of urban life, especially for young single women who migrated in great numbers from 

the countryside to the cities and worked as servants.123 Some documented ritual 

murder allegations are testimony to the regional and class stratification of consumer 

culture and hygiene that came to a clash with the institution of the maidservant who 

was housed with her employers and thus intimately confronted with the consumption 

and hygienic practices of her employers. Following Hilsner’s conviction in 

September 1899 a maidservant at Nassaberg close to Chrudim (in Bohemia) reported 

to the authorities that her employers consumed blood every morning. The 

                                                
122 (See for instance Kieval, “Death” 81; the thematic is also important in the final section of 

Spivak) 
123 The populations of Prague and Vienna reflected this trend. For Vienna, only a minority of 

its inhabitants at the turn of the century were born in Vienna, and many of those newly 

settling in Vienna came from Bohemia, following an industrialization-driven push for 
migration from the countryside to the cities. Most of the servants in Vienna were 

descendants of small farmers or agricultural workers. Only 13% of female servants in 

Vienna at 1900 were born in Vienna, an additional 19% were born in the surrounding Lower 

Austria, and 54% in other parts of the monarchy. 14% of Vienna’s female servants were 
born in another country (Ofner; Winter 585). 
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investigation found that they brushed their teeth with the reddish Hypermangan 

(Potassium permanganate).124 In a different case of April 1902, the eighteen-year-old 

Therese Jedlicka and Auguste Hruska, maidservants at a Jewish employer in Vienna 

and “just arrived from Czech Bohemia,” alleged that their blood was tapped at night 

(Hellwig 43). It was soon reported that the servants had been living in fear of blood 

tappings after observing the use of “Maggi” soup extract in their employer’s kitchen, 

which they construed as human blood.125 

Albert Hellwig discusses many other ritual murder allegations made by 

maidservants or on behalf of disappeared maidservants.126 There is also a distinctly 

Czech nationalist deployment of the servant girl in the ritual murder script where the 

ritual murder victim is a Christian Czech maidservant working for a Jewish German 

household. Referring to the death of the maidservant Havlinová (her corpse was 

recovered from the river), Jaromír Hušek, editor with the Czech antisemitic paper 

Ceské Zajmj in Prague, called on the Czech nation to no longer send its daughters to 

work for Jewish families.127 “Our nation should not allow its daughters to serve 

among Jews” (as quoted in Kieval, “Death” 85). This, he suggests, would most 

effectively prevent any ritual murders and, for that matter, ritual murder rumors 

                                                
124 (Wolf, “Jahrmarkt des Lebens”) 
125 (Hellwig 43–4; Nussbaum 23–4, see 206 n. 34 for references to press coverage) 
126 In January 1900, a maidservant at a Jewish master disappears in Nachod, she was later 

found drowned (“Nachod-Polna”). In another case a maidservant disappears in village in of 
the “Biharer Comitates” in Hungary, she had gone visit her daughter, also January 1900 

(“Das Blutmärchen in Ungarn”). 
127 Hušek was punished in 1893 with fourteen days of strict dungeon (verschärfter Kerker) 

for accusing a shochet of tapping Christian blood (Nussbaum 8). He also played an 
important role in the Hilsner affair, as I discuss in part III of this chapter. 
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because they would have no plausible settings. 

Kieval again sees this as an example for the enmeshment of ritual murder 

discourses with sexual discourses. He comments on Hušek’s position observing: 

“Economic and sexual exploitation went hand in hand with national and religious 

enmity, and all four themes combined to deepen the suspicion of Jewish implication 

in a new wave of criminality” (85). In this statement, it is not completely clear what 

Kieval presents as objective fact and what as a theme in Hušek’s discourse. I find no 

indication that Hušek was concerned with maidservants’ direct sexual exploitation, 

frequently euphemized as “seduction” in the contemporary idiom, by their 

employers.128 The combination of economic dependence and household immersion 

that made maidservants a likely victim in the ritual murder imagination also made 

them vulnerable to sexual abuse by their employers in actuality. Yet Hušek does not 

demonstrate any concern with this; his plea merely extends the nationalist trope to 

protect the nation’s women or daughters (Kieval). Hušek’s rhetoric mobilizes a 

gendered antisemitic Czech nationalism and a certain nationalist analysis of gendered 

economic exploitation but does not exhibit concern with sexual (as opposed to 

gendered) exploitation.129  

Even though the allegations that Hilsner ritual murdered Hrůzová did not 

                                                
128 On the state-sanctioned vulnerability of maidservants to sexual abuse by their employer, 

see (Eckstein; Ofner).  
129 The Prager Tagblatt, Prague’s leading liberal German daily newspaper, reported after 

Hilsner’s first conviction: “From the milieu of our readers we receive the message that in 

the wake of the trial about the maid murder (Maedchenmord) in Polna many maids who 

served at Israelite families left immediately, without observing the legal minimum notice 
period”  (“Eine Folge des Polnaer Mordprozesses”). 
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follow this common script of “poor maidservant taken advantage of by her 

employer,” Hrůzová, a young rural single woman who switched between helping her 

mother and brother with farming their small plot and working in the neighboring 

town as a seamstress, shares the same social profile as the typical maidservant. 

According to Toužil, her sister Veronica served as a maid in Prague (7, 78). It further 

appears that Anežka too was preparing to leave to work as a servant in the city. She 

had bought fabric to make herself a new dress for this purpose and got an 

employment book. In the days between her disappearance and the discovery of her 

corpse the local police officer Klenovec apparently assumed that she had left for the 

city (Nussbaum 86; Masaryk, Bedeutung 59).130 

Hrůzová’s impeccable morality was also a major antisemitic trope; she was 

described as a virgin, a dutiful daughter who supported her mother and brother as best 

as she could, a good Catholic who honored her dead father and did not entertain any 

relations with men, and—after her death—a martyr. Toužil, for example, has a whole 

section of his book that is titled “The Martyr Agnes Hruza” (Toužil 6–10).131 

The proximity of Hrůzová to the social profile of the maidservant 

                                                
130 That she was allegedly on bad terms with her family and that, shortly before her murder, 

she had a fight with her brother about the money that would pay for this fabric is 

occasionally discussed together with a murder suspicion against her brother Johann, 

amongst others by Nussbaum and T. G. Masaryk and (Wolff). For a report that Johann 
Hrůza confessed to the murder on his deathbed, see (Červinka).  

131 Marie Klímová, a woman whose presumed murder was added to the accusation against 

Hilsner in his second trial, was in fact a maidservant. Her sexual morality became a topic of 
severe scrutiny in court because several witnesses claimed that she liked men and had many 

“acquaintances” (“Der zweite Prozeß Hilsner. Pisek, 3. November” 10). Opponents to the 

ritual murder allegations made the point that her sexual behavior disproves the allegations 

because ritual murders target virgins. In the public discourse, however, the figure of Marie 
Klímová was circulated significantly less than that of Anežka Hrůzová. 
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notwithstanding, Hilsner certainly did not fit the profile of the rich employer. He was 

produced as a work-shy vagabond. It was widely agreed upon that he was a “beggar,” 

a “vagrant,” and “work-shy,” and that all of these made him a despicable person. 

Even the most committed critics of the antisemitic construction of ritual murder went 

out of their way to emphasize their alignment with a generalized dislike of Hilsner. 

Even some semi-recent scholars replicate this dislike, for example František 

Červinka:  

Not one of those who disputed the strange procedure of the court did 

so to defend Hilsner as an individual. Hilsner was rightly described to 

the court as a man of poor morals, an idler and vagabond who allowed 

himself to be maintained by his mother, a poor widow who herself 

depended on alms from other Jews. He had already received a twenty-

four-hour sentence for once concealing his real name from a 

policeman. (…). (Červinka 142–143) 

 

Contemporary critics of the ritual murder allegations who participated to denounce 

Hilsner as an individual include Joseph Samuel Bloch. Rabbi in Floridsdorf (then an 

industrial suburb of Vienna), deputy in the Reichsrat from 1884 to 1895, and editor of 

the weekly Jewish Austrian newspaper Dr. Bloch’s Österreichische Wochenschrift, 

Bloch was the earliest outspoken opponent on an Austria-wide platform to the 

antisemitic movement.132 He characterized Leopold Hilsner as 

                                                
132 Bloch advocated for an independent Jewish identity that was organized independently 

from but alongside (other) nationalities in Austria. His Oesterreichische Wochenschrift has 
the subtitle “Centralorgan für die gesammten Interessen des Judenthums” (Central organ for 

the collective interests of Judaism). Bloch became famous for taking to task the antisemitic 

Catholic theologian August Rohling, author of Der Talmudjude (Münster 1871) and 
professor at Prague. Rohling appeared as an expert witness at the Tisza-Eszlár blood murder 

trial in Hungary and testified under oath that Jews murdered Christian children and 

consumed their blood (Reifowitz; Kieval, “Place”). Bloch publicly accused Rohling that he 

had testified falsely about the Talmud and that he could not even read Hebrew. He offered 
3,000 florins if Rohling successfully translated a randomly selected passage of the Talmud. 
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 a feeble-minded, work-shy human, described as immoral and violent, 

who was a burden to his mother who depended on pittances. He is said 

to have threatened his lover with murder when she did not comply 

with his will, he is said to have mugged a married woman and the 

murdered Agnes Hruza is said to have complained that he was after 

her. (Bloch, “Der Frauenmord in Polna” 677)133 

 

While it is undisputed that Hilsner threatened his former girlfriend Anna Benesová in 

writing that he would shoot her if she got involved with another man (Přelíčení s 

Hilsnerem 76, 287–90), the rumors that Hilsner attacked a married woman and that 

Hrůzová complained about him reflect questionable testimony that is the result of 

several rounds of revision by a committed antisemitic “witness” and an antisemitic 

distortion of a more innocuous testimony, respectively. For context, it is important 

that Bloch was defending the Austrian Israelite Union’s move to hire Hilsner’s 

lawyer, a move that was attacked from the antisemitic side as evidence of a Jewish 

conspiracy that closes ranks to cover up for its murderers. He explained that the 

purpose was not to cover up Hilsner’s guilt if he was guilty but to prevent the 

defamation of Judaism.134 As if to establish more credibility for his impartiality, he 

                                                
Rohling in turn accused Bloch of defamation and set out to bring the case to court. Shortly 

before the trial was to begin, he dropped the case, which was celebrated as a victory for 

Bloch. As an indication for Bloch’s influence and popularity, Ian Reifowitz reports that a 

special edition containing a compilation of Bloch’s writings on the subject of Rohling, 
published by the Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung, sold 300,000 copies in one day (Reifowitz 96–

97). 
133 The respective article is unsigned. Bloch, however, wrote most of the news articles as well 

as editorials and edited each edition. Even if the article was not written by him, the content 

printed in his newspaper reflected his views, which is confirmed by the fact that he listed 

himself as the editor responsible for the newspaper’s content (Reifowitz 99). 
134 Zdenko Auředníček even exceeded this task and represented Hilsner’s interest in court 

beyond only refuting the ritual murder thesis. When the idea of a sadistic or similarly 

perverse murder became more prominent, he argued against the allegation that Hilsner had 

committed this murder out of a sexual perversion, which he would not have had to do if he 
were only interested in defending Judaism. 
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then performs his accordance with a generalized antipathy towards Hilsner. 

 Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk did not face the same antisemitic construal of his 

actions as yet further proof of Jewish murder conspiracy, since he was not himself 

Jewish.135 But he also performed the same gesture of moral disapproval of Hilsner. 

The philosopher, politician, and professor of sociology was the most prominent 

defender of Hilsner’s innocence.136 Going with the Dreyfus/Hilsner analogy that the 

state persecutor at Kutná Hora/ Kuttenberg evoked, Larry Wolff calls Masaryk “the 

Zola of the Hilsner affair” (Wolff 104). Unlike Bloch, who—perhaps to lend 

emphasis to his commitment to an independent judicial investigation—repeatedly 

refused to take a stand on Hilsner’s guilt, Masaryk defended Hilsner’s innocence 

(Notwendigkeit; Bedeutung). But Masaryk also expressed the utmost disdain for the 

person whose innocence he defended:  

Leopold Hilsner is a downright good-for-nothing who should long 

have been put into a correctional institution. The existence and 

unimpeded dawdling of such individuals points in clear language to 

our unhealthy social and moral circumstances. Hilsner’s behavior 

during and after the trial are not capable to raise sympathies for the 

defendant either. It is a gemeine Flinte [literally “mean gun”] of the 

antisemitic press when they attribute to me an interest let alone 

sympathies for the defendant; in their dishonesty they use the general 

and legitimate antipathy against the defendant in such a way. 

(Bedeutung 56) 

 

Like Bloch, Masaryk thus also underscores that he has nothing but antipathy toward 

                                                
135 He was nevertheless insulted and called names such as “Jew-vassal,” and he had his 

university lectures boycotted and cancelled (Čapek, Hovory s T. G. Masarykem 116–117; 
Nussbaum 25–26). 

136 He was a deputy to the Reichsrath for the Young Czechs from 1891-93 but left the party in 

1893. In 1900, he founded the Realist party. He later became the first president of the 

Czechoslovak Republic. 
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Hilsner. He even explicitly says that this antipathy is legitimate and suggests that 

Hilsner should have been put into a correctional institution. 

Masaryk’s comment points to the institutional dimension of the widespread 

generalized antipathy towards Hilsner.137 Correctional institutions combined 

education and forced labor for boys and girls under eighteen and were the juvenile 

counterpart to the adult forced-labor institutions. Both institutionalized individuals for 

up to three additional years after completion of a prison sentence for any of six delicts 

including vagrancy (Landstreicherei), begging, workshyness (Arbeitsscheue), and 

commercial fornication (gewerbliche Unzucht).138 Correctional institutions could also 

house youths between ten and fourteen years’ old (who are not criminally 

responsible) on initiative of the police (Winckler). 

                                                
137 This makes for a significant difference between the figure of the “work-shy vagabond” and 

the figure of the “rich employer.” While the script of the “rich employer who ritual murders 
a poor maidservant” tapped into populist class resentment, members of the servant holding 

class by and large only felt the repercussion of this discourse when antisemitism or 

nationalism were added to it.  
138 These provisions were specified in the law of May 24, 1885, Nr 89. Paragraphs 1 to 6 

define the six delicts. Vagrancy (Landstreicherei): “Whoever tramps around without 

business and work and cannot prove that he possesses the means to his subsistence or seeks 
to acquire them honestly, is to be punished as a vagrant (Landstreicher).” Workshyness 

(Arbeitsscheu): “People capable of working who have no income and no licit trade (Erwerb) 

and who endanger the security of person or property can be instructed by the security 

agency to demonstrate within a time frame set by them that they feed themselves in a licit 
way. If they, out of workshyness (Arbeitsscheu), do not comply with this order they are to 

be punished with strict detention (strenger Arrest) of 8 days to 3 months.” Commercial 

fornication (gewerbliche Unzucht): “The punishment of women-persons (Frauenpersonen) 
who use their bodies for commercial fornication is at the discretion of the police. If such 

women-persons 1) notwithstanding the police punishment continue their trade or 2) insofar 

as there are police instructions thereby contravene them or 3) engage in their obscene 
(unzüchtiges) trade despite knowing that they are affected with a venereal disease or 4) 

cause a striking annoyance through the public or 5) seduce youths, they are to be punished 

with harsh arrest, namely of 8 days to 3 months in the cases listed under 1 and 2; in the 

cases listed under number 3, 4, and 5 however for a duration of 1 to 6 months. (…)” 
(Winckler  16–17 and 20–21). 
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The policies towards vagrancy and workshyness certainly impacted Hilsner’s 

life and mediated his role as the main suspect in the ritual murder trial. Hilsner 

repeatedly claimed that his poverty, and the fact that he had no regularized work, 

were the reasons why he was targeted, even though he was well aware of the anti-

Jewish character of the ritual murder allegation as well. He is quoted predicting, 

following Hrůzová’s murder: “Now all who don’t work, like me, will be locked up” 

(Paul-Schiff 40). This assessment is echoed in statements he made in the courtroom. 

The following is a translated excerpt from the trial transcript: 

Hilsner: … I come from a poor family. My family goes through the 

world as beggars, and for murders and robberies and thievishness we 

had nothing going. That is my misfortune, that I was without work, 

that I haven’t learned anything, and the people had a hatred against 

me. 

Judge: You went around the world and didn’t do anything. 

Hilsner: … didn’t do anything. (Přelíčení s Hilsnerem 66) 

 

Though it is impossible to decisively know about pacing and affect in this dialogue, it 

is still possible that this excerpt transcribes a moment in which the judge interrupts 

Hilsner and adds to his speech as if clarifying the reasons for and legitimacy of the 

people’s hatred. Hilsner does not deny any of this; on the contrary, he repeats the 

judge’s words, as if they were a useful addition to his explanation.139 If this 

                                                
139 This interpretation is supported in Toužil’s rendition of the exchange. Toužil generally 

edited witness  statements as he included passages from the trial in his book, or perhaps he 
simply produced them from his own memory or notes from the trial. Touzil’s version 

presents the dialogue explicitly as an interruption from the judge followed by Hilsner’s 

agreement. 
Defendant: (…) My family, my mother was poor and my father was poor. 

But our family never had anything to do with bad things. I don’t have any 

nature at all for murder and robbery; my whole misery was that I was very 

poor …  
Judge (interrupting): That you haven’t learned anything … 
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interpretation is correct, then this dialogue from the courtroom in Kuttenberg/ Kutná 

Hora shows to what extent hatred of the “work-shy” is completely normalized. 

Together with gender and religion, the discourse of vagrancy and workshyness 

shapes the kind of relationships that Hilsner and his murder victims are imagined to 

have had. It creates a strict moral binarism between the innocence and moral 

upstanding of Hrůzová and the moral depravity of Hilsner. One must keep in mind 

that the female offence of commercial fornication is among the crimes that can bring 

one into the correctional or forced-labor facility and is thus on a par with the 

workshyness, vagrancy and begging of Hilsner. But Hrůzová has an impeccable 

sexual morality and therefore occupies the opposite end of the moral spectrum, in the 

antisemitic imagination.140  

This difference of moral status structured many witness statements against 

Hilsner, for example Anton Lang’s. Lang testified that he overheard an incriminating 

conversation in Hilsner’s house involving several Polná Jews. In the Pisek trial, a 

second murder was added to the accusation against Hilsner—the  presumed murder of 

Marie Klímová, and Lang also testified against Hilsner in the Klímová case:141 he 

claimed that he saw Hilsner with Klímová on the day of her disappearance, in the 

                                                
Defendant (agreeing): That I haven’t learned anything and didn’t work. 
Therefore the people in Polna had a hatred against me. (Toužil 68) 

140 The scrutiny afforded to Klímová’s relationships with men demonstrates the tenuousness 

of this status for any poor young unmarried woman. 
141 Twenty-three-year-old Marie Klímová, a servant in another village in the surroundings of 

Polná had disappeared in July of 1898. Over a year after her disappearance and under the 

impression of the first Hilsner trial, witnesses began to come forward claiming that they had 

seen Hilsner with Klímová on the day of her disappearance, and so the case against Hilsner 
for Klímová’s murder was built.  
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company of three other male Jews. Lang’s testimony was clearly aligned with the 

ritual murder idea. When asked why he remembered seeing Hilsner and Klímová two 

years ago, especially given that Lang did not know Klímová, he claimed that it was 

their unlikeliness and ill-suitedness as a couple that made him pay attention. “It had 

struck me that such a decent girl goes with a vagabond like Hilsner so I wanted to see 

who that actually was” (Paul-Schiff 87). He reportedly followed them until they 

entered an inn, at which point he decided to wait for them outside because he “didn’t 

know her and assumed that Hilsner’s companion must probably be a maidservant and 

would soon have to return to her master” (87). These witness statements have been 

debated by the defense and other commentators extensively regarding their 

implausibility and contradictions.142 My purpose in bringing them up here is to serve 

as examples for the moral assessment of the vagabond Hilsner, who is so far at the 

bottom of the moral hierarchy that even a young woman who is unknown to Lang and 

assumed to be a maidservant becomes a girl much too decent to be accompanied by 

Hilsner.  

On the ground, the blood libel operated in a social order where positions with 

respect to gender, sexual and moral status, religion, nationality, and class mediated 

identities and relationships. The discourse of vagrancy, beggary and workshyness 

accompanied Catholic and antisemitic concerns about religious difference: for 

                                                
142 Lang’s alleged decision to have waited for the Hilsner and Klímová without any plausible 

reason is a perfect example for Nussbaum’s category of “strange premonitions.” It was only 

a strange premonition that brought Lang to the right place at the right time for witnessing 
things that he believes indicate preparations for a ritual murder. 
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instance, a friend of Klímová claimed that Hilsner and Klímová had an 

“acquaintance” and elaborated that she remembers advising her friend against it, 

pointing out the difference in religion. Another witness claimed that Hilsner had told 

him that he had a new girl in Věžnice, and the prosecution argued that he must have 

referred to Hrůzová.143 These constructions, however, never extended into 

imaginations where the murder was coming out of a sexual attraction or desire; rather, 

the framework of “acquaintance,” modestly desexualized but clearly within the 

scripts of heterosexual courtship, was simply the most plausible framework for 

imagining any relationship between Hilsner and Hrůzová and Klímová. In the ritual 

murder imagination, Hilsner was frequently cast as the procurer of the victim, while 

his accomplices were imagined not to be local to Polná. The idea that Hilsner knew 

his victims was therefore important for the accusation. 

The question of whether ritual murder discourse is sexualized pushes one to 

conceptual precision about what one means by sexualization. As I am going to 

demonstrate in this section, ritual murder discourse constructs its personages and 

scenarios out of a social fabric shaped through gender, religion, class, nationality and 

associated hierarchies of moral status, including those pertaining to female sexual 

morality. One can, on this bases, call ritual murder discourse sexualized, but should 

also add that it was inflected by class,nationality, and morality. The integration of 

gender and matters pertaining to sexual morality with formations of class, nationality, 

religion, and other vectors of social morality in these categories of social status could 

                                                
143 (Přelíčení s Hilsnerem 69–70; Schneider-Swoboda 18) 
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hardly be more distinct from the invocation of a (perverse) sexuality that refers to a 

separated-out sphere of sexuality that resides in the perpetrator and provides a motive. 

This conceptual distinction is important because it helps us see more clearly that the 

discourse of sexuality does so much more than sort the abnormal from the normal, not 

least by what it does not do: it provides a conception of the individual self that does 

not transpire into the antisemitic figure of “the Jews” who are guilty of ritual murder; 

on the contrary, this figure of “the Jews” is constructed as an entity that is structured 

fundamentally different from the individual self of the discourse of sexuality. In the 

following section, I examine how these competing constructions of selfhood and 

agency unfolded in the Hilsner affair. 

 

Part III: Sex and Blood in the Hilsner Affair: Blood murder versus Sexual 

Perversion 

Nearly two weeks after Anežka Hrůzová’s corpse was found in April 1899 Jaromír 

Hušek in Prague brought the murder to the attention of antisemitic leaders in Vienna. 

Hušek wrote to the renowned antisemitic deputy Ernst Schneider of the Christian 

Social party that “the Jew Leopold Hilsner” was the murderer and that the “Jewish 

judge” let Hilsner go free.144 According to Arthur Nussbaum, “with the writing by 

Hušek local and central antisemitism were connected and the snowball began to roll” 

(9). Benno Wagner adds that the connection was not only between local and central 

antisemites but also between “Czech” and “German” ones (n.p., section II). He 

                                                
144 (Nussbaum 8–9; Paul-Schiff 2) 
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suggests that the connection between Hušek and Schneider marks the “birth” of the 

Hilsner affair as a media event (n.p., section II).  

Schneider saw to it that the letter was published in the Deutsches Volksblatt 

and the Deutsche Zeitung, two Viennese antisemitic newspapers.145 The Deutsches 

Volksblatt (abbreviated DV) quickly dispatched its own representative to Polná, where 

he joined with the mayor and other local officials to form an investigative Committee. 

This committee not only produced new content for the DV but also worked directly 

into the hands of the judiciary. Schneider furthermore sent a copy of the Hušek’s 

letter to the minister of Justice, Ignaz Edler v. Ruber, and asked for his intervention. 

According to Joseph Samuel Bloch, Schneider boasted in the regional parliament that 

his intervention with the minister led to the re-arrest of Leopold Hilsner, after his 

initial arrest by popular demand and his subsequent release for lack of evidence.146 

By alleging that a Jewish murderer had been set free by a Jewish judge, 

Hušek's letter mobilized the popular antisemitic trope of a Jewish conspiracy that is 

so strong that it does not even shy away from covering up murder. More specific 

allegations of blood murder were not part of the published version of the letter.147 

Soon, however, the trope of the “missing blood” crystallized in the antisemitic media. 

It was aften accompanied by the rumor that the murder was done by a several 

                                                
145 The Deutsches Volksblatt, published by radical antisemite and Christian Social Ernst 

Vergani, was ideologically very close to the Christian Social party. 
146  (Bloch, Erinnerungen 304) 
147 It is possible that they were part of the original letter. Its publication in the DV is prefaced 

with the explanation that certain passages have been blocked out in order to avoid 
government confiscation. 
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perpetrators and that one of them carried the blood away. 

A fairly typical article was originally published in the Prague newspaper 

Vercerní Listy and reprinted in the DV on April 14. The article estimates that the 

murdered woman's blood would have amounted to about seven liters. It further 

reasons that all of the blood must have left the body due to the deep jugular cut but 

that not very much blood was found at the site. In widely spaced font, it concludes 

“the question thus arises to where all the blood disappeared?” In the end, the DV 

alleges to have received another unspecified message that “it is the general opinion 

that the murder was committed by two people: one who disappeared with the blood 

and one who remained at the murder site” (9). The only direct allegation of a Jew or 

Jews is in the subtitle, which goes, “a Jew arrested under suspicion of girl's murder.” 

These themes – arrest of a Jew, missing blood, multiple people at the murder scene – 

created a certain imagination that was reproduced and referenced, often elliptically, 

across media to the extent that even firm opponents recognized “the ritual murder” as 

an internally consistent imagination that could be described, argued with, and 

analyzed, even if they did not believe in its existence. 

 In response to the wide circulation of the “missing blood” trope, the 

investigative judge Baudyš from the circuit court at Kutná Hora / Kuttenberg ordered 

the district court in Polná to ask the forensic doctors who had performed Hrůzová’s 

autopsy for their expert opinion on the amount of blood. In his letter, the polarity 

between the two main frameworks for the murder—blood murder versus a murder 

motivated by sexual perversion—is already set up.  
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Considering that the view continues to hold in the daily newspapers 

that during the dissection of the corpse of Agnes Hruza so little blood 

was found in the dissected body and surrounding the locality of the 

corpse that this circumstance appears conspicuous and gives rise to the 

opinion as if the blood was collected, carried away, or hidden by the 

perpetrator—which opinion apparently contributes only to the 

perturbation of the wide popular strata, the experts Dr. Michalek and 

Dr. Prokes shall be consulted—while being pointed to the 

circumstances which they themselves perceived at the dissection and 

at the local inspection and in consideration of the fact that parts of the 

clothes and further the place where the murder likely was committed 

(the depression near the locality) were saturated with blood, and in 

continuation with their dissection report—whether actually 

conspicuously little blood was found. (Baudys 7 emphasis added)148 

 

The ungrammatical use of “as if” suggests that Baudyš is not a believer of the blood 

murder accusations. As the rest of the letter clarifies, he rather believes that the 

opinion that the blood was collected by the perpetrator (which is part of the ritual 

murder imagination) only contributes to worrying the masses. His instructions to 

make sure that the judges take into consideration that clothes and the presumed 

murder site were saturated with blood further support this impression that Baudyš is 

hoping to have the blood murder accusations refuted. 

 In the second half of his letter, Baudyš then directs the local investigators of 

the murder in a different direction, namely the hypothesis that the murder was 

motivated by a sexual perversion such as sadism, fetishism, or necrophilia. 

The suspicion is not unfounded that the murder of Agnes Hruza is the 

result of a sexual perversion of a hitherto unknown perpetrator. One 

                                                
148 My English translation from German. I work with Paul-Schiff’s compendium of 

documents from the Hilsner trials, compiled by Maximilian Paul-Schiff in a German 

translation controlled by Hilsner's defense lawyer Zdenko Auředníček (see Paul-Schiff’s 

non-paginated “Vorwort”). My spelling of proper names thus reflects the German spelling 

used by Paul-Schiff even though the original letter would have been in Czech and used 
Czech names. 
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will be able to talk about this more determinedly when the result of the 

microscopic examination of the material that was found on the              

*)       of the murdered will be known. Humans who are afflicted with 

the perversity called “sadism” feel a sexual arousal at the mistreatment 

of the female (stabbing), others in turn have the same feeling at the 

sight of a corpse or at digging into the intestines and the like. Such 

humans have an abhorrence of the female and never have sexual 

intercourse with the latter. The gendarmerie shall, in cautious manner 

however, investigate if there is not a human in Polna or surroundings 

onto whom similar attributes could maybe fit. It is often known among 

the people from hearsay that this or that one is an oddball, that he 

doesn’t look at a female, and similar rumors of such kind shall not 

remain disregarded. Notification shall then be made directly here from 

the gendarmerie. (7-8, the footnote to the asterisk says: illegible) 

 

Baudyš expertly imparts the definitions and syndromes associated with “sadism” to 

his colleagues with technical terms interjected in parenthesis, such as stabbing 

(Stechen), as a reference to Krafft-Ebing’s Mädchenstecher, “men who were sexually 

excited by wounding women” (Oosterhuis 137). Unconvinced by the ritual murder 

framework, sexual perversion is Baudyš’s alternative framework for provisionally 

making sense of the murder.  

How did this dual intervention (skepticism over ritual murder, hypothesis of 

sexual perversion) further unfold? Instead of refuting the ritual murder allegations, as 

Baudyš evidently hoped, the local forensic doctors pressed the stamp of medical 

authority on the trope of the “missing blood.” On April 19, they claimed “that the 

corpse of Agnes Hruza was almost entirely exsanguinated” (Prokes and Michalek 

219). They further detail that the bleeding to death must have resulted in an enormous 

amount of blood and argue:  

Considering that the murder probably took place in the aforementioned 

pit by the path where the exiting blood must have stayed together and 

considering that the clothes and the two places where the murder 
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probably took place and where the corpse was found are only a little 

drenched with blood, rather only sprinkled, we can with certainty 

conclude that the found traces of blood do not correspond to the 

amount that we could expect in the surroundings of the corpse that 

died in such a manner. (219-220)  

 

This testimony became the official medical endorsement of the “missing blood” 

trope. 

The alternative framework of sexual perversion, however, remained effective 

as well. Baudyš’s orders to discreetly pursue people with a reputation for being 

oddballs were realized in the actions of the police in Prague against Karl Janda. The 

suspicions against Janda were momentarily discussed in the media as a new turn in 

the investigation but eventually subsided in oblivion. Karl Janda was in Polná at the 

time of the murder and is said to have had a “bout of insanity” following the murder 

where he obsessed about gathering and imparting information about the murder. The 

case against Janda was built on a combination of insanity and a conspicuous sexuality 

as incriminating evidence. Among the reasons that warrant suspicion, the Prague 

police notes that he was sexually passionate and kissed the female warden in the 

presence of other patients (thus going against the thesis that the sexually perverse 

murderer has an abhorrence of the female but nevertheless going for a sexual 

characterization of the murder suspect) and that he had read Emil Zola’s La Bête 

Humaine “which describes a human who has a demonic passion to see a naked body” 

(Olic 9–10). The suspicion against Janda is thus part of the more general framework 

that the murder was sexually motivated. 

Another example for the embrace of a framework of sexual perversion and/or 
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insanity by opponents of the ritual murder allegations is Dr. Bloch’s Oesterreichische 

Wochenschrift. This Jewish Austrian weekly newspaper was consistent platform for 

critique and analysis of the antisemitic movement. Robert Wolf, a regular member of 

the newspaper’s small editorial staff, wrote on May 12 of 1899 that a perverse 

disposition on the murderer’s part seems to have led to the crime (Wolf, “Jahrmarkt des 

Lebens” 362). 

On the antisemitic side, with only few exceptions, all speculations about the 

murderer’s sexual perversion or insanity were categorically rejected as attempts to 

distract from the “truth” of ritual murder. The Deutsches Volksblatt, for instance, 

suggested that the involvement of police from Prague was a threat to the truth of the 

ritual murder. It claimed that Prague policemen were dispatched onto Polna only once 

it was clear that a Jew had become the main suspect, that they studied the case 

through what it calls the “Jew-press” and that they achievements lay in pursuing a 

trace after the “Christian” Janda (“Der Mord in Polna”). In the duality blood murder 

versus sexual perversion, sexual perversion was closely associated with insanity, and 

insanity and perversion were frequently conceptualized as overlapping. Hence the DV 

also expressed cynicism when Hilsner was subjected to a psychiatric examination: 

“As is reported [in the Hlas Naroda], Hilsner shall be transported to Prague for 

monitoring on his state of mind, the integrity of which is not doubted here!” (“Zum 

Mädchenmorde in Polna” emphasis spaced in the original). The Deutsches Volksblatt 

was as opposed to the idea that Carl Janda is the murderer as it was to the idea that 
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Hilsner is insane.149 

 A similar assessment is given by Gustav Toužil, editor of the antisemitic 

clerical newspaper Katolické Listy in Prague. Mixing information, propaganda, and 

entertainment Toužil published an illustrated book-length account of Hrůzová’s 

murder and Hilsner’s first trial (in two versions, Czech and German), the title of 

which translates as “Polna, March 29 1899: The Murder of Agnes Hruza and the 

sensationalist Hilsner trial at the Kuttenberg jury court.” According to this book’s 

narrative, an initial request by the Polna mayor for additional investigative police or 

detectives from Prague was declined. Only once the judge Baudysch150 requested 

them three weeks later a group of “secret police” was dispatched from Prague who, in 

this account, did not achieve much before the left again two weeks later. Toužil 

further writes: 

At this time in Prague there were apparently indications for giving the 

Polna affair a different direction i.e. the purpose of the murder should 

be portrayed differently from how everybody understood it. Thus the 

report about necrophilia emerged and was given to us journalists at the 

Journalistenbörse.151 Necrophilia means the love of an insane for a dead 

woman, and thus one wanted to prove that Hilsner, if he committed the 

murder, committed the same with insanity. And indeed Hilsner was 

examined in this direction by a doctor. The Prague secret police brought 

up the version about necrophilia, because of the alleged sperm that was 

found at Agnes Hruza's corpse. (Toužil 83–84)  

 

In this paragraph he contrasts the agency that comes from Prague with “everybody's” 

                                                
149 See also (Vyleta 187). 
150‘Baudysch’ is a more phonetic Germanized spelling of ‘Baudyš’. ‘Baudys’, the most 

graphically oriented form of the three, is commonly used by Paul-Schiff. 
151 Presumably a press conference. I have not been able to confirm anything about this 

Journalistenbörse elsewhere. 
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understanding, and while he refrains from the invective style of the DV he nevertheless 

makes it clear how little he thinks of the theories that were generated by the Prague 

police. Here, he still talks about Hilsner's guilt in the conditional; but as he continues, 

it becomes clear that the sexual murder motive, for him, is but a variation on the already 

committed-to knowledge that Hilsner is the murderer. He concludes: 

But the forensic doctors Prof. Dr. Reinsberg and the Docent Dr. Slavik 

determined and also testified to it in court that this was not so. As 

already said, Agnes was a virgo intacta, and Hilsner, who had many love 

affairs, was no friend of corpses. (84) 

 

Here, thus, the claim that Hilsner “was no friend of corpses” served as part of the 

refutation that Hruza could have been murdered by a necrophile, since in his story the 

fact that Hilsner had committed the murder was already decided. For Toužil the 

hypothesis of necrophilia was a manipulative ploy imposed from Prague on the true 

understanding of “everybody,” and he was opposed to the possibility that Hilsner, nor 

anybody else accused of the murder, could be diagnosed as insane or necrophilic, the 

two being only loosely distinguished. 

The competition between the ritual murder framework and the sexual 

perversion (and insanity) framework continued to structure the Hilsner affair when it 

came to Hilsner’s trials. Hilsner was first tried in September 1899 for participation in 

the assassination (Meuchelmord) of Anežka Hrůzová in front of a jury in Kutná 

Hora/Kuttenberg in Central Bohemia. The official trial records state that Zdenko 

Auředníček, Hilsner’s defense lawyer, said that the murder was “possibly a case of 
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sadism” (Přelíčení s Hilsnerem 432).152 But this view point remained extremely 

marginal during the trial, which was dominated by the ritual murder theme. At the end 

the jury unanimously found Hilsner guilty and the court sentenced him to death by the 

gallows. By imperial pardon the punishment was converted to life imprisonment. 

The sexual murder framework become more prominent in Hilsner’s second 

trial. After Auředníček’s appeal of the Kutná Hora/Kuttenberg verdict, the Supreme 

Court and Court of Cassation commissioned a deciding medical report from the 

Czech medical faculty in Prague.153 The new assessment in the faculty report, together 

with other considerations that “evidence ha[d] been presented in a wrong light,” 

moved the court to order a new trial (K. k. Oberster Gerichtshof). This second trial 

took place in Pisek, another Central Bohemian city, over two weeks in October and 

November 1900.154  

 The report of the Czech medical faculty countered much of the alleged 

“evidence” for the ritual murder framework. It recalibrated the various amounts of 

blood and concluded that the blood found on and surrounding the corpse, including 

                                                
152 Toužil’s version is that Auředníček said: “as for the motive, for every criminalist there is 

here a case of sadism” (Toužil 114). The official trial transcript was not taken or published 

routinely. In this trial, it occurred only at the request and at the expense of the defense. No 
official trial transcript exists from the second trial in Pisek. 

153 The Charles Ferdinand University in Prague was divided in 1882 into a Czech and a 

German university. The descriptor “Czech medical faculty” therefore served to 
disambiguate between the two linguistically/nationally defined faculties. 

154 In addition to a second murder charge, the charge of defamation was added to the 

accusation against Hilsner. After his conviction in Kutná Hora, apparently while hazed by 
fellow prisoners and under the assumption that this would spare him from the gallows, he 

made a confession and named two alleged accomplices, two Jews named Erbmann and 

Wassermann. Their perfect alibis, however, exposed the falsity of Hilsner’s confession. 

Hilsner was found guilty on all counts in a unanimous verdict, sentenced to death, and again 
pardoned to life-long imprisonment. 
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on her clothes and hair, added up to the expected amount. It thereby invalidated the 

“missing blood” claim. It also affirmed the view that the murder appears to have been 

motivated by a sexual perversion. It developed the hypothesis of sexual perversion 

from the (inconclusive) reports that Hrůzová’s corpse was partially undressed and that 

various pieces of her clothes were distributed in the vicinity of her corpse.155 By 

disproving the “missing blood” trope and affirming the sexual perversion hypothesis, 

the Czech medical faculty offered a belated confirmation of the dual shift that Baudyš 

had articulated at the beginning of the investigation. 

  In addition, the faculty report tackled another issue that divided opinions 

between adherents to the ritual murder versus sexual perversion framework. The ritual 

murder idea typically includes several perpetrators who act together, while the typical 

sexually perverse murderer is imagined to act individually. After presenting the 

possibility that the murderer acted out of his perversion the faculty report continues by 

                                                
155 In a section titled “Striking circumstances” the report groups together a series of 

observations:  
The following circumstances related to the murder are striking and hard to 

explain: 1) the partial undressing of the corpse 2) the carrying away and hiding 

of the remaining parts of her clothes 3) the putting up and apart of the yarns in 

the little trees in the surrounding of the place (Prague Czech Medical Faculty 
237–239).  

Several pieces of Hrůzová’s clothes, some of them folded, some hidden, were found in the 

vicinity of the corpse, and small pieces of yarn were described hanging from the trees 
surrounding the presumed locality of the murder. The available descriptions of the corpse, 

furthermore, suggest that it was partially naked and partially clad. The report of the facts of 

April 1, 1899, when the corpse was first discovered, describes many different pieces of 
clothing that are said to be “wrapped around” or “covering” different parts of the body. Part 

of the torso and the left hip are reported to be “completely naked” (Reichenbach 211). But, 

as the faculty report notes, these descriptions are so confusing and contradictory that it is 

“not possible to envision clearly of how these pieces of clothes covered the body” (Prague 
Czech Medical Faculty 237). 
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asking: “Was the deed committed by one or several perpetrators?” (239). This section 

states that the complicated manipulation of the corpse could suggest that there were 

several perpetrators but then argues that it is also possible that the murder was 

committed by only one person. In the concluding summary, it is even said simply, “The 

deed could also be executed by a single person,” thus simply taking the other 

possibility, that it was committed by several people, as the default that did not even 

need to be stated (241). By claiming that the murder could have been committed by a 

sole perpetrator, the report refutes the antisemitic argument that the murder was 

necessarily a collaboration between several perpetrators and lends more plausibility to 

the “sexual perversion” framework which is more easily applied to an individual 

perpetrator. 

All in all, the faculty statement challenged the antisemitic construction of ritual 

murder and supported the main alternative framework: sexual perversion. It did so by 

countering the claim that blood was missing, by highlighting the possibility of a 

sexually perverse murderer, and by arguing that the murder could have been perpetrated 

by one single individual. Unsurprisingly, this earned the Czech medical faculty the 

respect of those who fought against the ritual murder allegations and the antagonism of 

antisemites. A few examples shall illustrate this. 

On the antisemitic side, Karel Baxa denounced the faculty report as a 

“phantastic formation” and claimed:156  

                                                
156 Baxa represented the Hrůza family in the trial. He was also leading antisemitic Czech 

nationalist politician. In his role as representative of the Hrůza family, he was juxtaposed to 
the state attorney, the persecutor who represented the public interest in finding the murderer, 
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The faculty wanted to induce a certain pacification of the public so that 

the latter is guided from the motive of the ritual murder to that of the 

sexual murder. (“Aus dem Gerichtssaale: Der zweite Prozeß Hilsner. 

Pisek, 12. November” 8) 

 

Baxa explicitly added that this pacification attempt is reason for him to oppose the 

statement strongly.157 Baxa’s opposition to the faculty report was echoed in popular 

brochures that were distributed in Pisek, Polná, and surroundings. 

On the other side, Auředníček requested that the report be put in print so jurors 

could re-read it. The leading Viennese liberal newspaper Neue Freie Presse, likewise 

opposed to the ritual murder allegations, could hardly have been more enthusiastic in 

its assessment of the faculty report, which it describes as “a significant work of great 

seriousness which conveys the results of thorough, in-depth investigations” (“Der 

zweite Prozeß Hilsner. Pisek, 2. November” 8). Writing about the faculty report, it 

even exaggerates its findings and suggests certainty where the report had suggested 

possibility.  The relevant passage in the faculty report is held throughout in 

conditional form: 

According to the investigation files there is no apparent motive for the 

murder. But probably the motive is to be looked for in some sexual 

arousal; it would be possible that a – mentally normal – perpetrator 

numbed Agnes Hruza, wanted to abuse her sexually, and if she perhaps 

                                                
as the representative of the private interest of the murder victim’s family in compensation 

for lost income, funeral costs, etc. Legal critics argue that his role in the trial should have 

been limited to explaining and defending the family’s claims for compensation in the case 
that the defendant is found guilty. Baxa, however, participated fully in the process of 

investigating the guilt of the accused, interrogating witnesses and experts, addressing the 

jury, etc. and did so in ways that consistently highlighted the ritual murder thematic. Having 
Baxa essentially join ranks with the state attorney was a huge asset to the antisemitic 

agitation. (Twenty years later Baxa became mayor of Prague.) 
157 Baxa argued that the faculty must be wrong because Hilsner had been medically found to 

be sexually normal. He thus precluded the possibility of Hilsner’s innocence in his 
reasoning. 
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regained consciousness and resisted him, he killed her, or, enraged by 

her resistance, ended her life; but it would be hard to explain that a 

completely normal person would then execute such a bizarre 

manipulation. The motives for this manipulation are hard to explain. 

One also has to consider the possibility that we could be dealing 

with a perpetrator here whose imagination and feelings were not normal 

and that those could lead him to an initiative which had its motive in the 

quest to disport (sexually arouse) himself. 

Such conjecture would also support the circumstance that the 

bottom part of the shirt was missing. 

 Experience teaches that people who are affected by contrary 

(perverse) sexual feeling sometimes find sexual satisfaction by injuring 

a female person or by killing her; a manifestation of perversity that we 

call sadism, where we are dealing either only with injury, possibly 

killing, or with a combination with necrophilia. 

 The bottom part of the shirt could be removed either because the 

perpetrator, after he made himself guilty of necrophilia, wanted to 

remove the traces of the sexual act with the dying or already dead person 

(traces of semen), or because he carried it away in order to commit 

fetishism with it, that is, so that he could later still find sexual 

satisfaction by viewing and touching it. (Prague Czech Medical Faculty 

239) 

 

The murderer’s “sexual perversion” is the only scenario the Czech medical faculty 

entertains, but it is nevertheless only presented as a possibility. The report’s summary 

turns this possibility into probability, pointing out that “according to the files of the 

investigation there is no evident motivation for the murder. Probably, however, the 

motivation needs to be searched in some sexual excitement” (Prague Czech Medical 

Faculty 241).158 

The Neue Freue Presse turns this into the following:  

The detailed, so far not yet entirely published description of the state 

in which the clothes on the body of the murdered Agnes Hruza found 

                                                
158 Another relevant passage from the report speaks about possibility: “The motivations could 

be various. The possibility is to be considered that the murder and the manipulation of the 

corpse and the carrying-apart and hiding of the clothes is the deed of a human who is 
persecuted by sexual perversion” (Prague Czech Medical Faculty 241). 
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themselves, and of the surroundings of the corpse in the woods. From 

this there emerges such a strangely phantastic and morbidly erotic 

character of the perpetrator that no unbiased person can ward off the 

notion that this was a mentally ill person or in any case somebody who 

through his perversity touches on insanity. And indeed the faculty 

vocalizes this opinion in a definitive manner; and it does not doubt that 

the motive for the murder was degenerate sensual passion. (“Der 

zweite Prozeß Hilsner. Pisek, 2. November” 8) 

 

The Neue Freue Presse (abbreviated NFP) is so positive about the faculty report that 

it exaggerates the certainty of its findings.  

The more or less pronounced endorsement of the framework of sexual 

perversion and psychopathology underwrote an anti-antisemitic consensus that ranged 

from Baudyš’s instructions to the actions of the Prague police against Janda, Dr. 

Bloch’s Oesterreichische Wochenschrift, Hilsner’s defense attorney, the Prague 

medical faculty, the Neue Freie Presse, and many others. Antisemitic ritual murder 

believers ranging from Toužil to Baxa and the Deutsches Volksblatt, on the other 

hand, vehemently opposed ideas of sexual perversion and psychopathology.  

Why did antisemites, in the main, oppose all ideas of sexual perversion and 

psychopathology? Daniel Vyleta argues that the antisemitism that was held in 

common by the Christian Social and Czech nationalist parties were uninterested in 

incorporating discourses of sexual perversion and mental abnormality into their 

stereotypes of “the Jews.” They specialized in an antisemitism about a Jewish 

conspiracy, about Jews as winners of modernization, and about naïve Christian 

victims of Jewish cunning. They were thus highly invested in the rationality and 
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mental capacity of Jews.159 They were also highly invested in the collectivity of “the 

Jews.” This explains why they were not interested in the individualizing discourse of 

sexual perversion and psychopathology. 

In the framework of sexual perversion, sexuality is invoked as a sphere of 

motivation. The fact of “sexual perversion” is supposed to take care of the judicial 

quest for a “motive.” As such it is directly opposed to the ritual murder allegation 

where a ritual need for blood is understood as the “motive” of the crime. These two 

competing “motives” come with diametrically opposed conceptions of the type of 

entity responsible for the murder. In the framework of sexuality, the murder emerges 

from the individual self, its internal organization, its desires. In the framework of 

ritual murder, the murder emerges from the collective ritual requirements of Judaism 

and from an imagined secret doctrine that is only known to insiders. In the ritual 

murder imagination any individual murderer therefore does not harbor the 

“motivation” for the murder himself, he is only an executing arm. 

While most positions in the Hilsner affair lined up behind the ritual murder 

framework or the sexual perversion and psychopathology framework, there were few 

positions that straddled them. They are instructive objects of study because by 

                                                
159 This position may seem surprising in light of Sander Gilman’s argument that there was a 

distinct narrative about Jewish criminality furnished with tropes of physical and mental 

difference (Gilman, Case of Sigmund Freud). Vyleta argues that these constructions were 

not part of the household staples of antisemitic (or other) knowledge that was widely 
disseminated through the antisemitic or other media, nor very influencial in the legal field 

either. Even where they existed, for instance in certain texts by Lombroso, they were largely 

analogous narratives about “the Jew” and “the criminal” and did not actually articulate a 

coherent figure of the Jewish criminal (Vyleta 40 ff). 
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observing where they struggled to achieve plausibility, we can deepen our 

understanding of the investments in different conceptions of agency, sociality, 

individuality, and intentionality that are negotiated through the respective 

frameworks. I will consider three such straddling accounts: one of the state, as 

represented by the state attorney Malijovský; one of Hans Gross, professor of 

criminalistics; and one of the German nationalist politician Karl Hermann Wolf. 160  

Among the narratives that combined the perversion framework with Hilsner’s 

guilt, the one presented by the state attorney Malijovský in the Pisek trial is most 

immediately influential, since it provided the official rationale for Hilsner’s second 

and definitive conviction by the state. Because Hilsner had been found medically 

healthy and sexually normal in an official examination, Malijovský could not attribute 

a sexual perversion to him. In order to prevent Hilsner from being considered guilty 

under the sadistic, necrophilic or fetishistic murder framework pushed by the faculty 

report, Auředníček even requested that another faculty report be ordered to clarify 

whether a “normal” person, as Hilsner is attested to be, is capable of committing a 

“sadistic” murder, and whether a multiplicity of perpetrators is possible in a sadistic 

murder (“Der zweite Prozeß Hilsner: Pisek, 4. November” 3). But the persecutor 

argued against this request by constructing a scenario in which Hilsner is not himself 

sexually perverse but in which he had sexually perverse accomplices. This 

construction allowed him to honor several witness statements that claimed to have 

                                                
160 Hans Gross, first name is also spelled Hanns and his last name has the alternative spelling 

Groß. 
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seen Hilsner in proximity to the presumed murder sites in the company of two or 

three other men. These witness statements were steeped in ritual murder imagination, 

in fact they alleged that they saw Hilsner and two other Jews and described figures 

that followed antisemitic iconographies of the Jew: limping, ugly, cigarettes in their 

mouths.161 The prosecutor’s construction that Hilsner had one or more sexually 

perverse accomplice(s) thus makes creative use of this testimony; it reinterprets the 

multiplicity of the perpetrators away from the blood murder thematic into a 

construction in which Hilsner’s attested normality is compatible with his guilt for a 

sexually perverse murder. 

This creative reassamblage of fragments that belong to different conceptual 

frameworks was rather implausible. Richard von Krafft-Ebing, psychiatrist in Vienna 

and generally accepted scientific authority on lust murders, had written in 

Psychopathia Sexualis that “the lust murderer from psychopathic conditions seems to 

never have accomplices” (Krafft-Ebing 323).162 The German construction in this 

sentence, “Der Lustmörder aus psychopathischen Bedingungen dürfte niemals 

Complicen haben,“ has a subjunctive construction that I translated as “seems to.” The 

construction combines a strong, absolute statement (“never has accomplices”) with a 

cautious attitude that, like all empirical observations that conclude with “never,” it is 

                                                
161 See (Vyleta 183). On the figure of the “ugly, limping Jew” in several witness statements, 

see (Nussbaum 22). On the antisemitic figure of the limping Jew in general, see (Gilman, 
Franz Kafka: The Jewish Patient 107–109). On the discourse of cigarette smoking as a 

marker of Eastern Jews, see (Gilman, The Jew’s Body 58). 
162 The edition cited here is the 10th edition, from 1899. The identical sentence is found in 

previous editions (9th edition from 1894, p. 323; 8th edition from 1893, p. 394).  
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only an inference (“it must be so,” “it seems so”).  

Malijovský interpreted Krafft-Ebing in such a way that a psychopathic lust 

murderer with accomplices is unusual but not impossible. His position is reported in 

the Neue Freie Presse:  

Concerning the perversity of Hilsner, the public prosecutor says, I 

refer to the examination in Kuttenberg according to which Hilsner is to 

be called completely normal. The tearing of the clothes does indicate 

perversity, but I must point out that the actual perpetrator is not known. 

Krafft-Ebing says explicitly: “A lust murderer should have 

accomplices in the rarest of cases.” Thus the possibility that he has 

some is not excluded. (“Der zweite Prozeß Hilsner: Pisek, 5. 

November” 7)  

 

The exact sentence with which Malijovský quotes Krafft-Ebing varies slightly from 

the one that I have found in all relevant editions of the Psychopathia Sexualis. There, 

the relevant adverb is “never” (niemals), compared to “in the rarest of cases” (in den 

seltensten Fällen), as Malijovský puts it in a sentence that is otherwise identical. Of 

course, Krafft-Ebing’s use of the subjunctive would already have given the persecutor 

the option to point out that Krafft-Ebing did not definitively rule out the possibility of 

a sexually perverse lust murder with accomplices. But by citing Krafft-Ebing (rightly 

or wrongly) the way he reportedly did, Malijovský creates space for his particular 

construction while leaving a belief in the authoritative knowledge of science intact.163 

                                                
163 Whether Krafft-Ebing played an active role in the use of his scholarship in the Hilsner 

trial, I do not know conclusively. But according to a brief note in the Czech nationalist 

Národní Listy on November 15, the day after the verdict, the Wiener Tagblatt published a 

conversation with Prof. Dr. Krafft-Ebing and Prof. Dr. Wagner of Jauregg (the director of 
the psychiatric clinic in Vienna) in which “they regret the unanimous verdict of the court 

and try to defend Hilsner” (“Z Vídně, 14. listopadu”) (p.3). However, I have not been able 

to find said interview in the Wiener Tagblatt nor any other trace of Krafft-Ebing actively 

engaging with the Hilsner trial. Harry Oosterhuis does not mention anything about the 
Hilsner Affair in his book Stepchildren of Nature: Krafft-Ebing, Psychiatry, and the Making 
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 The prosecutor thus provides a mixed construction that allows him to 

incorporate testimony that is steeped in the ritual murder imagination, even though he 

has to ignore some crucial details of this testimony. But he could reinterpret testimony 

about Hilsner in the company of others to create the scenario where Hilsner 

collaborated with multiple perpetrators among whom at least one, but not Hilsner, 

suffered from a sexual perversion. Auředníček objected to this ad-hoc construction by 

arguing that the scientific literature knows not a single case of a lust murderer with 

accomplices but ultimately this was to no avail. The prosecutor’s narrative was an ad-

hoc creation that combined elements of different discourses into an unlikely whole. 

But it ultimately did not have to stand any test of plausibility, only the test of whether 

it violated any laws, and, as the Supreme Court found in response to Auředníček’s 

second appeal, it did not.  

The narratives of Hans Gross and Karl Hermann Wolf speak of 

psychopathology rather than of sexual perversion. The discourse of psychopathology, 

however, overlapped significantly with the discourse of sexual perversion. We already 

saw this in the statement in the Neue Freue Presse, which alleges that all evidence 

suggests that the murderer was “a mentally ill person or in any case somebody who 

through his perversity touches on insanity.” The discourse of psychopathology further 

has in common with the discourse of sexuality that it applies to an individual. 

Sexuality and psychopathology participate in a multifaceted discursive framework 

                                                
of Sexual Identitiy, which is based on his work with the private archive of Richard von 
Krafft-Ebing’s manuscripts, patient files, correspondences and notes (Oosterhuis). 
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that grounds motivation and behavior in the interiority of the individual self. As such 

it stands in opposition to the ritual murder framework which locates the source of 

action not in the individual but in a Jewish collectivity and its secret teachings. 

Hans Gross started his career as an investigative judge. He later entered the 

university as the founder of the field of criminalistics. He published two highly 

successful books, the Handbuch für Untersuchungsrichter (1893) (Handbook for 

investigative judges) and Criminalpsychologie (1898) (Criminal Psychology) and 

edited the journal Archiv für Kriminal-Anthropologie und Kriminalistik (Archive for 

Criminal Anthropology and Criminalistics). In the introductory volume of the Archiv 

für Kriminal-Anthropologie und Kriminalistik (henceforth abbreviated Archiv), he 

objects to the a-priori assumption of criminal anthropology (and criminology) to date, 

namely that there is a physical and mental distinctiveness of the criminal: “We know 

today what constitutes a crime. What, however, one is to understand under the 

heading ‘criminal’ nobody has as of yet explained” (as quoted in Vyleta 17).164 Gross 

approached criminals, suspects, and witnesses alike as rational agents interested to 

varying degrees in covering up their crimes. The study of criminalistics, for Gross, 

rests firstly on the expertise of reading clues (with the goal to be able to move past 

unreliable witness statements) and secondly on an understanding of human 

psychology that allows the investigator to see through deception and dissimulation.   

                                                
164 This critique is targeted at Cesare Lombroso and other criminologists who, for Gross’ 

taste, were too invested in the idea of a criminal as a distinct type. On occasion, Gross also 

mentioned a criminal’s or a suspect’s degenerate ancestry, history of deviant behavior, etc., 

which demonstrates that there is overlap between Gross’ criminalistics and Lombroso’s 
criminology, but these considerations were always only ancillary for Gross (Vyleta) 
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In two articles, “Psychopathischer Aberglaube” (Psychopathic Superstition) 

and “Zur Frage vom psychopathischen Aberglauben” (On the Question of 

Psychopathic Superstition), both published in the Archiv, Gross conjectures that 

Hilsner may have murdered Hruza out of a pathologically driven “blood superstition.” 

He does not go into the Hilsner case very much.165 In fact, the argument is almost 

only by association. Gross groups at least eight murder cases together which have in 

common that clothes or body parts were carried around or left in different places. He 

suggests that all these actions may have been motivated by a superstition. While 

superstition is very common, only psychopathic individuals will let themselves be 

moved by it to actions as extreme and socially sanctioned as murder, he conjectures.  

All of the cases Gross discusses have female victims except one, the murder 

case of Ernst Winter in Konitz/Chojnice (in Western Prussia) in 1900. The case is 

famous as another ritual murder trial. Without commenting on the ritual murder 

theme in this case or in either of the murders for which Hilsner was found guilty, 

Gross highlights the gender of the murder victim Ernst Winter and suggests that, if 

the murderer was a man, there may have been a homosexual component to the crime, 

in addition to the psychopathologically reinforced superstition: “the conjecture is 

plausible that in this single case there were also sexually perverse drives that played a 

role on the side of the perpetrator, next to superstition and psychopathology” (Hanns 

Gross 167). 

                                                
165 For a scathing critique, see Nussbaum, who concludes that Gross “apparently does not 

have a clue of the facts of the case” (Nussbaum 119, note 119). 
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 Gross’ construction is thus one that reframes the “blood murder” from a ritual 

into a psychopathically driven superstition. This is a significant shift because the 

discourse of psychopathology seeks the source of motivation for a murder in the 

individual. The idea of ritual murder, on the other hand, is essentially bound up in a 

group process, hence the countless witnesses who claimed to have seen Hilsner with a 

group of Jews, and who claim to have overheard other Jews discuss the murder as if 

they were obviously part of a conspiracy. Thus, even though Gross does not suggest 

that the murders of Hruza and Klima were themselves “sexually perverse,” his 

tentative reframing of them as motivated by a combination of superstition and 

psychopathy participates in a closely related discourse of the abnormal individual. 

Gross’ comment on the homosexual component in the Winter case furthermore 

suggests that for him a there is also a presumed sexual dimension built into the 

murderer’s relationship to the murder victim even if, in the presumed scenario of a 

male murderer, the heterosexuality of this dimension makes it too inconspicuous to 

trigger any explicit comments at all. While the faculty report in the Hilsner trial 

considered the acts of spreading the victim’s clothes as themselves part of a sexual 

realm and hence by themselves sexually perverse (no “homosexual” dimension was 

needed for the diagnosis “perversion”), Gross theorizes the spreading of clothes (and 

in other cases body parts) as a sign of pathologically reinforced superstition whose 

sexual dimension only becomes marked once it is homosexual.  

Gross’ conjecture, ingenious as it is in combining different elements that were 

popular with different constituencies, seems not to have had much impact on the 
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investigation of the case or its media coverage. This is similar to the construction by 

Malijovský except that the latter was of great significance in the judicial process. 

Without it, the verdict would quite possibly have been voided by the court of appeals. 

But this is not the case for Gross, despite his high standing as an authority in 

criminalistics. The specialized antisemitic investment in a rational Jewish enemy was 

not compatible with the version proposed by Gross, and hence Gross’ narrative was 

without much appeal to committed antisemites. To Auředníček and Nussbaum, on the 

other hand, it appeared as an insignificant variation on the ritual murder discourse. 

Nussbaum finds a purely sexual framework more compelling: “The alleged examples 

cited by Gross are evidently cases of sadism.” He claims that Gross’ thesis about 

“psychopathic blood superstition” is just as unfounded as the ritual murder doctrine to 

which it is factually related and “with which it must be confused by the crowd that 

discerns less finely (Nussbaum 209 n. 119).166 Gross’ construction thus is most closely 

aligned with the state that also abstained from directly endorsing the ritual murder 

                                                
166 Even scholar Sander Gilman simply references Gross’ hypothesis that Hilsner murdered 

Hruza out of pathological blood superstition as a general example of the ritual murder 

discourse without pausing to discuss how “psychopathology” introduces a unique twist to it. 

Gross and Nussbaum staged an intellectual battle over the Hilsner trial. Nussbaum strongly 

critiqued Gross’s hypothesis that Hilsner murdered Hruza and Klima out of a 
psychopathically reinforced superstition. In turn, Gross wrote a review of Nussbaum’s Der 
Polnaer Ritualmordprozess that condemned it as a tendentious attack. He rejects 

Nussbaum’s various statements about the poor credibility of many witnesses as out of hand 
and insulting, claims that an argument solely based on a study of the documents has no 

legitimacy and even asserts patriotic prerogatives and national distinction:  He claims that 

“these are Czech judiciary employees, Czech experts, Czech witnesses; I as an ur-German 
have no incentive to concern myself very much with them,” but he is nevertheless offended 

by many of Nussbaum’s words that dismiss the credibility of key witnesses and denounce 

this verdict as a horrible judicial error. Gross advises Nussbaum, the Berliner, to moderate 

his criticism of the Austrian criminal justice system which, he implies, is not really his to 
critique. 
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accusation, yet lacked any critical stance towards the knowledge produced by the 

antisemitic agitation and provided legal reasoning that post-facto legitimated it. 

Anticipating Gross’ construction of the pathologically-sexually driven 

excessive superstition, Karl Hermann Wolf also weighed in on the ritual murder 

debate with a remarkable position. Wolf, the German national politician who had 

achieved fame and notoriety for his intransigent opposition to the Badeni ordinances, 

wrote the following commentary following Hilsner’s first conviction in the German 

nationalist Ostdeutsche Rundschau: 

What for god’s sake would be to it if the called representatives of 

Judaism were to declare, yes, there are mentally and ethically low-

standing individuals among us who, afflicted with a delusional and 

superstitious belief stemming from Judaism’s ancient times, succumb 

to their supposedly religious drive and commit crimes of the described 

kind, but Judaism as such, the Mosaic law, is not to blame for it. We 

rather take great pains to eradicate the terrible superstition which after 

all vegetates only in the Hefe (literally: yeast) of our fellow nationals, 

and even there only leanly. Such a declaration would of course not be 

taken up with complete indifference by the Aryan world, a certain 

reaction in the Aryan people’s masses would not hold off, but that 

would pass after a while, and Judaism would be freed once and for all 

from the horrible suspicion of having, cultivating, and protecting a 

recognized blood ritual. (as quoted in Wolf, “Jahrmarkt des Lebens” 

712) 

 

Acting as a self-appointed “benevolent” judge and spokesman for the “Aryan world” 

at the same time, Wolf offers the accused Judaism a settlement of sorts that constructs 

an idiosyncratic mix of discourses of ritual murder and discourses of mental-ethical 

abnormality and individual superstition. As we have seen, the antisemitism that 

dominated the Hilsner affair rejected suggestions that Hilsner’s mental state was in 

any way abnormal or connected to his putative guilt. It had no interest in locating 
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culpability in the deviance of individual bodies, minds, or psyches because it was 

invested in a conspiratorial Jewish murder organization. 

But Wolf and the Ostdeutsche Rundschau belong to the German nationalist 

movement. Unlike the Christian Socials, they legitimated their antisemitism through 

racialist ideas about bloodlines and inborn mental, physical and ethical superiority.167 

German nationalism was able to incorporate the discourse of individual 

psychopathology (not very different from the discourse of sexual perversion) into its 

brand of antisemitism because its ideology of inherent mental and bodily difference 

was amenable to it. German nationalist antisemitism, furthermore, was less firmly 

tied to constructions of Jewish collectivity. But Wolf’s statement also deploys the 

trope of collective Jewish culpability by addressing himself to a collectivized Judaism 

and asking Jewish leaders to “admit” the culpability of Jewish individuals. By 

“admitting” to the existence of ritual murder superstitions among Jews, Wolf 

suggests, Jews could “liberate” themselves from being held collectively responsible 

for it.  

 These different narratives by Malijovský, Gross and Wolf demonstrate that the 

ritual murder framework and the sexual perversion and psychopathology framework 

were not always kept completely separate. At the same time, they highlight the 

difficulties of combining these frameworks: Malijovský’s narrative had to come to 

                                                
167 These demarcations may stem to a significant extent from the exigencies of mass politics 

where Christian Socials and the German nationalists competed for the same votes. These 

parties thus sought simultaneously to specialize their brands and to ensure that they met any 
ideological demands created by their competitors. 
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terms with the unlikely figure of a lust murderer with accomplices; Gross essentially 

solved the “problem” of ritual murder discourse, namely that it has no basis in reality, 

by declaring it a “superstition” of the individual mentally disturbed perpetrator; and 

Wolf’s narrative holds in tension the claim that Jews, too, are evaluated as individuals 

among whom some may be “delusional” and “superstitious,” even while he addresses 

Jews as a collective that is guilty for not “admitting” what he asserts is truth. These 

tensions in the narratives of Malijovský, Gross, and Wolf reflect the fundamental 

tension between the ritual murder framework, as a collectivizing framework, and the 

individualizing discourses of sexuality and psychopathology.  

 

Conclusion 

Sexuality was explicitly debated in the Hilsner affair through the hypothesis that the 

murderer of Hrůzová was motivated by a sexual perversion. This suggestion placed 

the murderer within a framework of the human self that is produced among others by 

discourses of sexuality, including psychoanalytic, sexological and criminalistics 

discourses that share a concept of the individual self as having a psychic interiority, 

having motivations for his or her actions that lie somewhere in this interiority and are 

not purely rational. Countering the view that the ritual murder imagination is 

inherently sexualized, I emphasized the larger theoretical difference between the kind 

of intentionality that is assumed in the discourse of sexuality and the kind of 

intentionality that ritual murder discourse constructs for “the Jews.” The former 

locates motivation in the interiority of the individual self, whereas the latter imagines 
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a secret Jewish conspiracy with its own laws and dynamics of causing actions. This 

analysis suggests that as part of analyzing “a society with a sexuality,” to use 

Foucault’s term, we need to pay attention not only to the processes of normalization 

and marginalization that occur through the discourse of sexuality but also to the 

differential application of this discourse.  

 In the next chapter, I will continue the analysis of the discourse of sexuality in 

the Hilsner affair but shift to an area where the presence of this discourse is not as 

apparent. Critics of antisemitism not only countered the ritual murder framework by 

proposing the sexual perversion framework as a better explanation of the murder; 

they also developed a critique of the belief in the truth of the ritual murder. This 

critique of a belief in a (false) truth drew largely on discourses of hysteria, hypnosis, 

and suggestion. How does this critique extend the “sexual perversion” hypothesis 

discussed in this chapter? And how do we assess its potential and limitations? 
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